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Tickets Now On Sale for Play 
Tickets are now on sale for the Hope CoUege l i t r e ' s producUon of The Trojan 
Women. Pictured in Mondays rehearsal (left to tght): Jennifer Rydeckl Irish 
Jenkins, and Kurt Bedell, (photo by Tom Wagnei) 
Tickets are now on sale for Hope Col-
lege Theatre's production of Jean-Paul 
Sartre's version of THE TROJAN 
WOMEN. The Trojan Women depicts the 
immediate aftermath of the legendary 
Trojan War, in whichb Greek invaders 
had for the second time in history crossed 
the Aegean Sea to lay waste the city of 
Troy. In this tragedy by Euripides, the 
women of Troy- having lost their fathers, 
husbands, brothers and sons - wait at the 
mercy of theri Greek captors as one by 
one they learn how each of them is to be 
disposed. 
The Hope College production is directed 
by Professor George Ralph, with scene 
design by Gene Gibbons, costumes 
designed by Lois Carder, and lights and 
sound designed by Michael Grindstaff. 
Bob Pranga serves as the Production 
Stage Manager. Cast members include 
Trish Jenkins in the role of Hecuba, Steve 
Poortenga as Talthybios, Julie R^inhardt 
as Helen, Bruce TenHaken as Poseidon, 
Elizabeth Trembly as Athene, Dawn Tut-
tle as Cassandra, and Jennifer Lyons 
Rydecki as Andromache. Other memb-
vers include Greg Alee as Menelaus, Bar-
bara Bowen. Dianna Dorgelo. Nancy Gib-
Christmas Vespers Already Sold Out 
by Timothy Shaffer 
The combined choirs and the symp-
nonette of Hope College will present the 
traditional Christmas Vespers this 
weekend to sellout crowds for all four per-
formances. 
Lucky ticket-holdei^will witness an ex-
travaganza of contemporary and tradi-
tional music that dates back 40 years to 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The 
memorial service held then became a 
yearly affair. Until the '60s only a single 
service per year was held. When the 
populatity grew and the lines extended 
three blocks down College Avenue, the 
music department increased the number 
on two and the continued success saw the 
number eventually swell to four. 
Roger Davis, professor of music and 
director of the Vespers program for the 
last eighteen years, spoke with the anchor 
earlier this week and cited the highlights 
of this year's program and the people 
behind the scenes who have made 
Vespers such a success. 
The Vespers program will follow the 
traditional format, opening with the pro-
cessional Torchesbv John Joubert. Those 
who have witnessed Vespers in the past Mr. Davis cited two other individuals 
will recollect the tremendous excitment who have been very instrumental to the 
of this piece, in which the College Chorus success of Vespers over the years: Dr, 
and the Chapel Chior process in behind Anthony Kooiker of the music depart-
electric torches. (Real candles have been ment and Rob Pocock of Admissions, who 
prohibited for years.) This year the handles the ushers. 
Chapel Choir and the College Chorus are 
uniting for two double-chorus pieces: The College Chorus will perform under 
Theodore Pachelbel's Magnifica and Ben- the direction of Mr. Davis, as will the Syn-
Jamin Britten's A Hymn to the Virgin, phonette. Professor Roger Rietberg will 
The symphonette will be playing the or- conduct the Chapel Choir. The organist 
chestral prelude The Faithful Shepherd for the processional and recessional will 
by Handel and the various choirs, in- be Hope Senior Noreen Walters and other 
eluding a men's choir and a women's organists in the program include students 
choir, will sing the traditional 0 Come All Joy Huttar and Jody Tallmadge. 
Ye Faithful as arranged by Mr. Davis and The tremendous success of Vespers 
a variety of other carols and compositions seems to lead to its only problem, ac-
for Christmas. cording to Mr. Davis. Every year the con-
Concert goers will discover, upon enter- certs sell our shortly after tickets go on 
ing, the Dimnent Chapel festive sale and those who cannot get tickets 
Christmas decorations, wreaths, and the complain. The music department does 
traditional cross. All of the props used are not believe that it can increase the 
ones that Mr. Davis, a wood worked, has number of performances again since 
constructed himself and have become students can hardly afford the additional 
tradition. The kudos for the decorations time required at this time of the 
go to Professor Joyce Morrison, who has semester. ,4It's a real dilemma" con-
been handling that end of Vespers for the cedes Davis "It 's always successful, but 
past eighteen years. it does have its problems." 
son, Ericka Maxie, Judy Plazyk, Jack 
Overbeek, Rick -Westers, and Kurt 
Bedell. 
The Audience Participation Program of 
Hope College Theatre will be holdin an in-
formal discussion immediately following 
the performance of The Trojan Women on 
Saturday Dec. 5. The evening's discussion 
will be led by Dr. James Cook, Jackie 
Donnelly and Frank Swartz. The discus-
sion will be held in the Main Theatre. We 
bring this event to your attention at this 
time to facilitate your ticket reservation 
process. 
The Trojan Women opens Dec. 4 and 
continues its run Dec. 5 and 9-12. All per-
formances are at 8 p.m. in the Main 
Theatre of the DeWitt Cultural Center on 
Hope's Main Campus. For reservations, 
stop by the Ticket Office located in the 
foyer of the DeWitt Center at the corner of 
12th and Columbia Ave., or call 392-1449. 
Special group rates are available. 
Additional productions included in the 
Hope Theatre season are Agatha 
Christie's "The Mousetrap," directed by 
R.Scott Lank, and Dylan Thomas' 
"Under Milk Wood," directed by John 
Tammi. 
Congress 
Welcomes 
New Ideas 
Student Congress met recently to 
discuss a few topics that the students 
should know about that may influence 
their life on campus. 
Concern has been expressed about the 
need for an escort service and one has 
been set up through the Emersonian 
Fraternity, Public Safety, and the Stu-
dent Congress. The Congress feels that 
this is a good service and would like to 
make sure tht evertone knows about this 
and uses it when the need arises. The 
escort service is now available so it is 
hoped that people will use it and not walk 
alone. 
In other recent action, the Campus Life 
Board has made possible the opening of 
the dining room is Phelps for late night 
studying.This is contingent upon the ap-
proval and cooperation of the food service 
and it is hoped that this plan will be im-
plemented by the beginning of December. 
Over 300 Involved in Food Fast 
by Jennifer Stemczynskl cording to VanEs, the idea behind the 
Somewhere amongst all the holiday cause was "to raise the consciousness of 
glitter and cheer lies the cold reality of people and to remind them of how much is 
people everywhere stricken by poverty taken for granted in life." 
and malnutrition. With November being this year, three hundred thirty people 
designated as "World Hunger Month," demonstrated their concern by par-
personal efforts toward self-sacrifice as a ticipating in Hopes "Food Fast." For 
tribute to the hunger caifte have not gone thgose participants on campus having a 
unnoticed. meal plan, this involved giving up a full 
This month the World Hunger Commit- days worth of meals, therefore, enabling 
tee at Hope under the direction of the cafeteria to cut down considerably on 
Rowland VanEs, recognized Wednesday, the quantity of food prepared. The money 
November 18. as a dav of fasting. Ac- raised by the fast will be splut between 
Furthermore, a committee concerned 
with publicity on campus has been set up. 
In response to the concern about off-
the Church World Hunger Service, an in- campus students being uninformed, the 
(continued on p. 3) 
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Editorial 
Re-Examing the 
Pay Schedule 
It has been several years now since salaries for staff members 
of the Milestone, Opus, WTAS, and the anchor have been increas-
ed. During this time, dedicated students have been working for 
saiaries which if translated into hourly wages, often come to as 
low as (.40 an hour. Very few of these'students make over $1 an 
hour. Granted, these positions should not be taken to make money. 
But these students are giving up the possibility of working for at 
least minimum wage at a different job, so it would seem that more 
reasonable compensation would be in order. 
a proposal has been before Student Congress since October re-
questing a doubling of the money Student Congress sets aside for 
media salaries. For next semester this would amount to less than 
$4000 out of over $20,000 in uncommitted funds. If approved, stu-
dent staff members would still be very low paid, but it would be a 
step in the right direction. 
Lately, it has been difficult to generate interest In student media 
organizations. Last spring no one applied for the positions of 
anchor and Milestone editors, and it took a good deal of arm-
twisting by the Student Communications Media Committee to get 
the present editors to take the Jobs. It is also difficult to find people 
for the other media positions. The experience of being Involved in 
these organizations provides some Incentive by itself. But, being 
practical, experience alone is not enough to get students to put in 
the large amounts of time necessary to produce quality products. 
According to Student Congress, the reason it is taking so long to 
come to a decision on this proposal is because they want informa-
tion on what other schools pay their media staffs. This informa-
tion would seem to be of only minimal valre, because so many out-
side factors must be figured in. WTAS has already surveyed other 
colleges in this area and found that other collegiate radio station 
staffs are paid three times or more what the WTAS staff receives. 
But that does not necessarily mean that WTAS staff salaries 
should be more than tripled. Who is to say that these colleges pay 
fair salaries? Media salaries at Hope should be increased, but the 
reason is because the staff members deserve it on their own 
merits,not on the merits of media productions elsewhere. 
This proposal was put forth in October because there would be 
so many turnovers between semesters in media staffs. The hope 
was that increased salaries would make it easier for these 
organizations to replace people. It is too late now to help find new 
staff members, but Student Congress should still increase 
salaries, if for no other reason than to compensate for inflation. 
Faving quality medal productions should be a high priority for 
Student Congress, and with so much of our activity fee uncom-
mitted in the Contingency Fund, this is a great opportunity for 
Student Congress to build up our campus media. 
Letters 
WTAS 
Sponsors 
Contest 
Dear Editor : 
On behalf of WTAS, I would like to ex-
tend an invitation to any and all in-
terested persons receiving the anchor. 
WTAS is sponsoring a logo contest. 
Anyone can enter, and the only rules that 
must be followed are these: 
1. All entries must be on a regular sheet of 
paper (11x8^) 
2. Entries can be in either black and 
white, or color 
3. All entries must use the call letters 
WTAS. 
WTAS is looking for a new logo that will 
help "describe" the station. We are an 
album-oriented rock station, and we 
operate on carrier current-soon to be FM 
Cable tool Prizes will be awarded to the 
winning logo on it, albums, and the win-
ner will be featured on my show the Sun-
day following the announcement of the 
winner. 
All entries must be submitted by 
December 12,1981, and the winner will be 
announced the first week back from 
Christmas break (January 12,1982). Be 
sure to include name, address, phone, and 
design for logo. 
All entries can be sent through college 
mail, or to : 
WTAS 
Anne Bakker 
140 E. 12th St. 
Holland, MI 
49423 
Let's see some exciting and dynamic en-
tries. 
Good Luck, 
Anne Bakker 
News Director WTAS 
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Why the 
Apathy 
" 7 
To the Editor : 
Why the apathy at Hope? 
The l-couldnH-care-less attitude is so 
prevalent here. There are seminars in 
every field as well as plays, concerts, 
guest speakers, films, and many more 
functions provided for us. They are for 
our benefit, yet many students have no 
desire to further enhance their ex-
perience. It is pathetic to see ten percent 
or less of this college participate in these 
activities. 
Why don't the Peale people cone ort of 
the lab for an hour and attend a 
Philosophy colloquim? How about 
business majors? Go to a Biology 
seminar, investigate the recent advances 
on diagnosing blood disorders or cancer 
treatments—these may concern you 
some day. 
It is depressing to realize the lack of In-
terest obvious on our campus. The Polish 
Chamber Ensemble was an example: at 
least three-quarters of the attendance 
consisted of people from the community. 
At the last College Republican's meeting 
our speaker was a former US Senator and 
ten students were there. 
You ask where does our tuition go: why 
not find out the answer at Student Con-
gress meetings. One of our problems at 
present is the proposal for doubling the 
pay to Opus, Anchor, Milestone, and 
WTAS.This is not a few hundred dollars, 
but thousands. These are your dollars. 
You are paying for a Liberal Arts 
Education. Think about it. Hope is doing 
you a service in providing these 
activities- take advantage of them. 
Sincerely, 
ErikaEvers 
Student Council Representative. 
A Short Quiz 
To the Editor: 
Just a short quiz. Remember the spell-
ing rules for English? Right! We dont 
have any definite rules. Not everything is 
spelled like it sounds. For example, the 
work epitomy, which appeared in the 
Nov, 19 anchorai least twice, uppitomlzes 
this. Next: Do you recall that catchy little 
ditty, "Thirty days hath September 
Well guess how many days November 
hatht Take a gander at the calendar on 
page four of the Nov. 19 issue. Notice 
anything fishy? If so, you may be eligible 
for honorary membership in the latest 
campus organization, listed below. Better 
luck next time, huh? After all, some 
things Just kind of slip by a fella. 
Sincerely, 
Nancy J. Johnson 
S.W.K.H.T.S.E.A.R.H.M.D.N.H. 
(Students Who Know How To Spell 
Epitome And Remember How Many 
Days November Hath) 
P S . 
We ain't much, baby, but we (might) be 
all we got! 
PuWished weekly September through April, 
except during exam periods and college 
vacation and holiday periods, 24 issues per 
year, by and for the students of rtope Col-
lege, Holland, Michigan, under the authori-
ty of the Student Communications Medki 
Committee. Subscription price: $8 per year. 
Member, Associated Collegiate Press. Of*, 
fice located on lower level of the DeWitt 
Cultural Center, telephone 394-6577. The 
opinions on this page are not necessarily 
those of the student body, faculty or ad-
ministration of Hope College. 
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Petrovich Appointed to 
U .S. Dept. of Education 
Dr. Michael B. Petrovich, an associate 
professor of history at Hope, has once 
again been appointed by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education to a review panej of ex-
perts to evaluate proposals submitted to 
the Fulbright-Hays Foreign Curriculum 
Consultants and Group Projects Abroad 
programs. 
This program is established to promote 
training and area studies in institutions of 
higher foreign language training In the 
United States through visits and study by 
American students and scholars to the 
U.S. 
Group projects abroad are designed to 
improve programs of the U.S. institutions 
of higher learning in modern foreign 
languages and area studies through 
overseas projects in research, training, 
or curriculum development. Grants for 
foreign consultants bring scholars from 
other countries to the United States for an 
academic year. 
In the past, Hope has been a recipient of 
both types of grants. In 1970-71, a HEW 
foreign consultant grant helped to bring 
Dr. Nikola Koljevlc from the University 
of Sarajevo to the Hope campus. In 1972, 
with the help of a HEW granTT Hope 
established its Dubrovnlk Summer School 
in Yugoslavia under the direction of Dr. 
Petrovich. 
The panel, composed of American 
scholars and specialists in area studies of 
the world, will meet In a week-long ses-
sion in early December in Washington, 
DC. 
Petrovich will evaluate all proposals 
relating to East European studies, in-
(continued on p. 5) 
Letters 
We Need to 
be Concerned 
To the Editor: 
Dan Rutt has perhaps given us too 
many 44Peaces of Mind" the last few 
weeks. Hiks article of 11-19, concerning 
the tacit consent (and even Indirect sup-
port) we, as U.S. citizens, are giving 
44evir pet fook companies as they "ex-
ploit" the world and 4 4 force thousands to 
8tarveM~was a real "doozie!" 
Come on now, Dan! Do you really 
believe that the sole purpose of providing 
for a strong defense is to protect and de-
fend our "multi-national" pet fook com-
panies interest's abroad? Even upon only 
superficial consideration of this "un-
hedged" claim, we can see that It In no 
way indicates the true state of afflars. In 
particular, U.S. defense posture and 
foreign policy In general (as your article 
of 11-12 Ignores as well, I might add) 
reflect numerous and varied internal and 
external consideration. First and 
foremost of these is, of course, our ob-
vious need to maintain national security 
despite conflict In other parts of the globe. 
More broadly and altruistically speaking 
(though Mr. Rutt would deny any hint of 
altruism is at all present In our aspira-
tions), the U.S. is concerned with pro-
moting the peace In general. The second 
concern, I will acknowledge. Is subor-
dinate to the first. 
Internal factors shape our defense 
posture as well. Again, what we are 
defending here is NOT solely multi-
national interests as Mr. Rutt contends, 
but rather an array of American interests 
and ideals. I will concede that economic 
forces- Mr. Rutt's 44Almighty $"--do ex-
ert substantial Influence on national 
defense decision-making. Though these 
forces are strong, they are far less 
"sinister" than he would have us 
bellevew. Among other things U.S. policy-
makers consider when planning defense 
strategy are the pressures put on them by 
people in this country, pressures which 
take the form of ideological (eg. "making 
the world safe for democracy"), religious 
(eg. U.S.-Isreale policy) and territorial 
(eg. Puerto Rico) special Interest con-
cerns. These can be broadly labeled 
under4'political considerations." 
Few would deny that we need to be con-
cerned with the welfare of our fellow man 
and. In particular, the welfare of people In 
the poor nations of the world. Yet, In his 
outright condemnation of all Hope 
s tudents for their being totally 
"oblivious" to this problem, Mr. Rutt 
fails to temper his accusations with even 
a vague realization of Just where the U.S. 
stands presently on the world-wide aid 
scale. Here are some pertinent facts: 
-The U.S. deals out over $6.2 billionb in 
economic aid each year on its own.. 
-On top of that, the U.S. "kicks in" 
another $141 million to the U.N.-almost 
three times as large a contribution as any 
other one member (the U.S.S.R. gives 
about $56 million). $22.5 million of this 
goes directly to things that help 
underdeveloped countries (eg., the World 
Bank, etc.). 
-Total outlays to an array of worthy Inter-
national Organizations totaled well over 
$1 billion In '79 
-These statistics cite PUBLIC contribu-
tions to these causes- they do not include 
contributions toward the welfare of needy 
countries by PRIVATE U.S. citizens and 
corporations. 
In short, we already are the most 
generous nation on earth in terms of ab-
solute dollars. We have been for some 
time. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the 
porcess of wealth redistribution that Mr. 
Rutt advocates (as shown in his "simple 
math problem")-that Is, the "from each 
according to his abilities, to each ac-
cording to his needs1' way of thinking-
has historically been the WORST way of 
producing large surpluses of food for 
worldwide consumption...the WORST 
way of helping us alleviate world hunger. 
Mr. Rutt acknowledges this himself when 
be noted in his 11-12 article concerning 
foreign policy the seemingle continual 
dependency of the Soviet Union upon the 
U.S. for "bailouts" from their recent crop 
failures. Private plots of land in the 
U.S.S.R. constitute less than two percent 
of the total farmland in the country, yet 
they produce over Vi of that country's 
food supply. 
I think the point of Dan Rutt's article is 
that we need to be concerned about world 
bunger. This I would agree with. But 
poverty has not been, nor ever will be, 
alleviated bylhe means he advocates. 
"Give a man a fish, and he'll eat for a 
day; 
But teach a man to fish, and he'll eat for a 
lifetime." 
Sincerely, 
Mark Spencer 
Class of '82 
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Jon Jung, station manager of WTAS, (photo by Tom Wagner) 
WTAS 
byTedBolema 
After receiving approval by the Ad-
ministrative Affairs Board and the Stu-
dent Communications Media Committee, 
WTAS is now making plans to resume 
broadcasting next semester on FM car-
rier current through Continental Cablevi-
sion. 
Continental is the local cable television 
service, and it now carries 16 radio sta-
tions. The carrier current brings these 
stations Into homes connected to cablevl-
slon and permits hook-up with the home's 
stereo receiver to pick up the carrier sta-
tions. These stations pay a fee to be a part 
of the Continental system. However, Jon 
Jung, the general manager of WTAS, con-
vinced Continental to carry WTAS for no 
charge as a community service. 
Connecting to Continental will allow 
WTAS to reach a larger audience. WTAS 
now broadcasts AM through transmitters 
In Phelps, Durfee, Dykstra, and Kollen, 
so only students in some of the dorms can 
receive it. Hope's 400 off-campus students 
and residents of Parkview, Columbia and 
cottages cannot pick up the station. But 
with the carrier current, any student or 
Interested community member with a 
television connected to Continental 
Cablevlslon. This also means that WTAS 
will be able to broadcast into Phelps 
cafeteria. And because the signal will be 
through a carrier current, it will be 
clearer on FM. 
The Administrative Affairs Board, as a 
condition for their approval, has required 
WTAS to draw up a statement of station 
policy to go with WTAS's operating 
guidelines. Jon Jung hopes to have such a 
statement drawn up and approved by ear-
ly next semester. In order to set up the 
FM carrier current and make staff and 
DJ transitions, WTAS will be off the air 
the first week of next semester. But the 
station will be back the second week with 
the new FM-cable transmltlon operating. 
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Student Congress (continued from p. 1) 
committee has decided to mail the together. This would hopefully give 
"Where Of Hope" to all students re- students somewhere to sell their books 
questing It. The fee # • this service Is besides the bookstore and yet leave the 
*
7
'
50
- actual selling of the books to their owners. 
On November 18, the Executive Board These are Just a few of the ideas 
of Student Congress chose the following discussed in Student Congress. It Is hoped 
people to serve as members of the that these changes can be seen as an 1m-
Judiclal Board: Lisa Ann Brawley, provement In student life, for that is the 
George Caravella, Mark Hilal, Cheryl goal of Student Congress. 
MUler, Laura Spielaenner, Bruce Tanis, Student Congress welcomes new Ideas, 
and Emily Wang. suggestions, or problems and hopes that 
finally, Student Congress Is looking Into students feel free to give Input to their 
the possibility of a five meal plan at representatives or the officers, for this is 
Western and Is also considering the what makes Student Congress work. The 
possibility of organizing a book sale- officers are Chris Simons, Kevin Toren, 
exchange area at a specific time to brtng and Rick Derenberger. 
the buyers and sellers of needed books — 
(continued from p. I > • C I 5 I 
tematlonal relief agency, and the Com- perlence and how it would affect us if It 
munity Action House of Holland, located was to become our unfortunate way of 
on West 14th Street, which serves low in- life. 
come, needy families as well as new com- Several students expressed their per-
muntty members. sonal opinions on the Food Fast and the 
To help promote the hunger Idea, a part they played In It this year. "I par-
special film series was presented every tlclpated because I have so much and I 
Monday evening on campus for those wanted to share what I could," said Sue 
showing an interest and concern on the Somerville, a sophomore at Hope. "It 
subject. In addition, several guest wasn't so bad; my empty stomach 
speakers shared facts and opinions reminded me of the cause I was working 
stressing the significance of World for." Chi Soeter replied, "The fast was a 
Hunger Month. Dave Metlma spoke on good cause and my small donation will go 
what It truely means to fast. He focused a long way to those who are more needy 
on the need to carry our occasional con- than we are." Sue Stockhoff didn't actual-
trlbutlons and efforts throughout the en- ly fast, but she gave up her meals at the 
tire year and to make progress by show- cafeteria as a contribution to the cause. 
Ing our continuous concern. Thanks to these and many other con-
On Thursday, November 19, the local cerned participants, the battle to aid 
coordinator for Bread For .The World, world hunger Is becoming a widly 
Betty Voskuil, gave a special lecture at a recognized cause. "If we are able to make 
"Break The Fast" dinner held in hoqpr of some lifestyle changes both personally 
the Food Fast participants. She presented and politically we will be Just one step 
a number of questions and responses closer to the world hunger dilemna" said 
regarding the effects of the fasting ex- Rowland VanEs. 
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The VanHoutens Keep 
Singing for the Lord 
Peace of Mind 
Hope College's campus is ]ust swarm-
ing with talented individuals, yet not all of 
these people are students and professors, 
in fact, Hope College's own maintenance 
supervisor, Adrian VanHouten, is a man 
with a gift. He has a special gift for music 
as well as a family who shares in this gift; 
The Van Houtens are a gospel music 
group. 
Besides Adrian, who plays rhythm, 
sings; and composes, there are five other 
members in the group. His wife Sharon, 
who sings and plays bass guitar. And 
their three children: Tony VanHouten, 
who works on the grounds here at Hope, 
Elizabeth VanHouten, who recently 
graduated from high school and works as 
a nurses aide, and Shawn Drost, their 
married daughter. Bill Flora, although 
not a member of the family, is also an im-
portant member of the group and plays 
lead guitar. Adrian and Sharon have been 
singing together since 1962 and the 
children have been singing with them for 
13 years. They are a very close-knit 
({roup, with even the spouses of Tony and 
Shawn working with the group. Tony's 
wife takes care of the record sales and 
Shawn's husband takes care of sound at 
their performances. Althought the whole 
group gets together and practices only 
about once a week, Sharon, Adrain and 
Bill F. practice more often. Sharon 
VanHouten says, "We realize the children 
are getting older and it is getting harder 
to get them all together, but even if the 
children do go their own ways, Bill, Ade, 
and I will keep singing for the Lord." 
The VanHoutens have recorded two 
albums. The first was recorded right here 
at the Chapel and, as Adrian says, "It was 
sort of a trial and error type experience." 
Their latest album, just recently releas-
ed, is called Cleanse Me Lord, Make Me 
Sound and was recorded in a studio in 
Montague, Michigan. Adrian and Sharon 
seemed to think this album was an im-
provement, with the quality of sound and 
mixing much better. They were very 
pleased with producer Brian Mapes, who 
in their own words, "really knew what he 
was doing." Their latest album will be on 
sale at the College Book Store, Baker 
Book Store and Myers Music House. 
Performing in front of an audience is 
the greatest joy for the VanHoutens. This 
past summer they grew close as a family 
while they spread their gospel music 
around the east coast. Mrs. VanHouten 
laughed as she spoke about their tour," 
The whole family-group and all the equip-
ment was in the camper as we drove 
toward Massacussets. The camper was so 
packjed the bathroom was even loaded 
with equipment and we couldn't get into 
it." Yet through all this they seemed to 
have loved the trip. They played in Mass. 
and N.Y. and were broadcasted over a 
local Christian T.V. station in Kantaning, 
PA. They play all around Michigan as 
well, in fact, on the 29th they will be play-
ing for the men at The Salvation Army. 
They will also be performing at an up-
coming Gospel Music Extravaganza in 
the Civic Center, January 2, along with 
eight other gospel groups. One of the most 
memorable and exciting experiences the 
VanHoutens have had while performing 
was playing as the warm up band for the 
Blackwood Brothers, gospel music's top 
group. They have been honored to be in-
vited back once again this year to play 
warm-up for the Blackwood Bros. 
Clearly, Hope College should watch for 
the name VanHouten and by all means 
listen to their music. Adrian has written 
five songs and is working on five more 
hoping to get them copywritten and 
published. Yet their goal is not to be a 
commercial success. Their goal is ob-
vious when listening to Adrian, as he said, 
"Our nich is life is to praise the Lord and 
spread His glorious message." Good-luck 
to Hope's own VanHoutens. 
One of Hope's course offerings which 
lends itself most readily to a foreign set-
ting in IDS 101 - Encounter With the Arts. 
Professor Rober Cecil, co-ordinator for 
the class when taught on campus, has an-
nounced that it will be offered this May 
Term in London, England. Mr. Cecil, who 
spent his last sabbatical in England as an 
instructor with the University of Oregon's 
program in International Music Educa-
tion, will be joined by Professors Delbert 
Michel of the art department and John 
Tammi of the theater department. Bothe 
Michel and Tammi have spent con-
siderable time in England and have taken 
student groups there before. The course is 
designed to prepare the student for a 
great variety of encounters with the fine 
arts and to evaluate the experiences 
through discussion and the keeping of a 
Journal. London, with its five major sym-
phony orchestras, more than thirty public 
museums and ever fifty professional 
theaters, is anflfeal setting. In addition to 
a t t endance at p e r f o r m a n c e s and 
galleries, contact with live artists is plan-
ned through studio visits, open rehearsals 
and lectures. Although the course is to be 
centered in London, overnight excursions 
into the English countryside and visits to 
arts festivals are planned. At this time 
the fees for the course have not been 
finalized. It is expected, however, that the 
cost will be modest because of the current 
strength of the American dollar and the 
European tradition for low-priced student 
tickets. Interested students should con-
tact Professors Cecil, Michel, or Tammi 
for further details. In addition, a general 
meeting of all interested students is to be 
held on Tuesday, Dec. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in 
"The Alley" on the lower level of DeWitt. 
by Rowland D. VanEs, Jr. 
One of the most basic human rights is 
the right to work. But the nature of that 
work is also important. I am not a Bud-
dhist but I am sympathetic to "Buddhist 
E c o n o m i c s " a s d e s c r i b e d by 
E.F.Schumacher: "The Buddhist sees 
the essence of civilization not in a 
multiplication of wants but in the 
purif icat ion of human c h a r a c t e r . 
Character, at the same time, is formed 
primarily by a man's work. And work, 
properly conducted in conditions of 
human dignity and freedom, blesses 
those who do it and eavally their pro-
ducts. 'The emphasis is on the person, not 
on the product."' 
In the Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith, 
after going on and on about the ad-
vantages of specianzation and the divi-
sion of labor, admits that mindless work 
makes mindless men, but that is just too 
bad, it is the price they pay for progress. 
Schumacher responds to Smith by noting 
how easily we tolerate the suffering^ of 
others. 
This past summer I worked in a 
vitamin factory and in an infamous pickle 
factory. In both places the work was ter-
ribly boring and monotonous. I couldn't 
understand how anyone could work there 
for 10-20 years. I at least could see the 
light at the end of the tunnel. I always 
knew I wouldn't have to do it the rest of 
my life and that was the only thing that 
kept me going. 
Bob Goudzwaard (a Dutch economist) 
notes that only a minority of all factory 
workers dislike their work. But he says. 
"This acceptance of monotony is not a 
healthy response...Instead of technology 
being adjusted to the humanity of the 
workers, we are obviously faced here 
with a situation in which the workers, in 
body and soul, are being adjusted to 
technology. Because of this they do not 
mind their inhuman type of work. 
Capitalist economics runs on the princi-
ple of profit maximization. To do this the 
modem firm must reduce its costs as 
much as possible, even if it means in-
stituting the kind of dull, repetitive, and 
mindless work charactoristic of so many 
assepible lines. As long as everthing is 
measured in dollars and cents this is the 
way to go. But if you consider some of the 
other, nonmonetary costs-such as the 
sacrificed humanity of the worker it is 
another story. 
I believe that we, as a society, must be 
willing to reduce our income and our con-
sumption in order to afford a more human 
technology. Technology with a human 
face will be more expensive (in terms of 
sacrificed output) but that is a price we 
must be willing to pay if we care at all 
about the body and soul of other people. 
Food forThought 
by Dan Rutt 
On Thanksgiving, I'm sure we were all 
thankful for a lot of things, but I wondered 
what those things are for which we are 
thankful. My first thoughts were of food 
and a break from school, but then I sud-
denly thought of what it might be like to 
be blind. I was immediately thankful for 
my eyes, and I thought that I would 
rather have them than my legs. After a 
little more thought, I decided that I need-
ed my legs too. Eventually, I was 
thankful just to be in one healthy piece. 
The reason that I mention these things 
is that we often take for granted the most 
simple things in life. Well, right about 
now I'm sure a lot of you are going to sign 
off because you've heard the same thing a 
million times before. I think that I've 
found the meaning of Thanksgiving, but 
to show you what I mean you're going to 
have to use your imagination just a little 
bit. Imagine yourself blind or with 
muscular Hystropbv 'or both!). and then 
think of all the things you would promise 
God that you would do if only He would 
give you sight and the ability to walk, run. 
and play sports. I imagine that most of us 
would do about anything to be cured. I 
suppose that some of us might promise to 
dedicate our entire lifetime to helping the 
blind, or to become involved as a full-time 
fundraiser for muscular dystrophy 
research and to helping those afflicted, 
and the most surprising thing of all is that 
most or all of us would stick to our pro-
mises! Now just suppose that God says 
that it sounds good to Him and He cures 
you. Now you are a normal, everday per-
son. The question is, what is it that makes 
you any different now as a healthy, nor-
mal individual from whom a serious af-
fliction has been taken than from a 
healthy, normal individual who never had 
to deal with such afflictions? Would you 
"owe". God anymore than a person who 
was born healthy? 
Colenda 
Break-Ins Reported 
by Keith Grigoletto 
While some students were enjoying 
their Thanksgiving holiday, at least two 
of the College residences were broken in-
to. In some cases, the thief went through a 
lot of work to break in but did not shop 
wisely. 
"It 's kind of weird coming back and 
seeing all of your stuff gone through," 
said Faith Tischler, victim of the break In 
at the Delta Phi house. 
Public Safety Officer Dwaln Terpstra 
responded to the call at 8:35 Sunday even-
ing . ' ' T h e y s e r c h e d a n d t o o k 
miscellaneous jewlery," said Terpstra. 
"We don't know why yet." Terpstra 
reported a total loss of the four Delta Phis 
to be 11316 "They took cash, jewlery, and 
my roommates camera," said Tischler. 
Directly next door, Mandeville Cottage 
was broken into but again with strange 
results. "You should have seen what they 
had to do to break in," said Ben Vonk, vic-
tim of the break in. "They hjad to break 
in through a door that was locked and had 
cinder blocks and a refrldgerator against 
it. They didn't take anythging." 
Public Safety claims It Is Investigating 
the case. "With something as big as this 
we work in conjuction with the Holland 
Police Department," said Terpstra. The 
Public Safety officer explained that he is 
asking people In the area If they saw 
anything, but would not say if there were 
any suspects. 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4 
7:30 and 10 p.m.- Wlnants, SAC 
Film: "Brubaker," $1.50. 
8 p.m. • DeWitt Theatre, Theatre 
Production: "Trojan Women," $2 with 
ID, $4 gen. adm. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5 
7:30 and 10 p.m. - Winantf, SAC 
Film: "Brubaker/ '$1.50. 
8 p.m. • DeWitt Theatre, Theatre 
Procuction: "Tro|an Women," $2 with 
ID, $4 gen. adm. 
^ 8 p .m. • D imnen t Chapel , 
Christmas Vespers. 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 
2, 4:30, and 8 p.m. Dimnent 
Chapel, Christmas Vespers. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8 
3-4:30 p.m. - The Alley, Career 
Planning Workshop. 
7:30 p.m. - The Alley, "Encounter 
with the Ar ts ' in London May term 
meeting. 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9 
• p.m. - DeWitt Theatre, Theatre 
Production, "Trojan Women," $2 with 
ID, $4 gen. adm. 
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Madrigal Dinner: A Truly Festive Celebration »TJ O W 
tn 
byBasb Powe 
The DeWitt Cultural Center may not 
resemble the impressive castles of 
medieval Europe, but the students and 
faculty who attend the Madrigal Dinner 
on Dec. 11 will find themselves reliving 
the past as they partake in a truly festive 
celebration. 
For the past four years, visitinf lords 
and ladies have dined in the Kletz by 
candlelight, amidst the harmonious 
voices of Hope's Vocal Ensemble of Col-
legium Musicum-the Madrigal Chorus. 
This group of 25, directed by Stuart 
Sharp, specializes in music of the 15th and 
16th centuries. Though the choir performs 
at various times throughout the year, this 
concert is more than "just another con-
cert" as heralded by the brassy fanfare of 
trumpets. Musically, the main course is 
provided by the minstrel style singers in 
their ornate dresses and tunics, reminis-
cent of the Renaissance. Historically, the 
term "madrigal" refers to an unac-
companied choral work and Hope's choir 
does stand true to this challenging prece-
dent as all numbers are sung acappella. 
The group will be singing two sets of 
selections; the first, secular music and 
the second, Christmas motets. 
The evening also features a limited per-
formance by the Recorder Ensemble, 
directed by Robert Ritsema and the 
Brass Ensemble, directed by Robert 
Cecil. 
Dinner includes a spread large enough 
to stuff all the famished students residing 
in the Hope kingdom. The various dishes 
authentic representatives of old English 
cuisine. In the past, the meal was a BYO 
(bring your own). The recipes would be 
prepared with identical degrees of spice 
and splender, with each guest creating 
enough food to feed twelve. Students 
weren't limited by this arrangement as 
they were usually told to bring something 
simple, like fresh fruit. However, due to 
the dinner's increasing popularity and the 
difficulties of organizing and predicting 
specific food amounts- they ran out last 
year- this years dinners will be cateered 
by Western Food Service. As Stuart 
Sharp mentioned, "Western has been 
very cooperative, and will duplicate our 
original recipes." The price for »Hope 
students is $2 with a meal ticket and $3 
without. Adults can labor through the 
multi course meal for $5. Children may 
bloat their tummies for a mere $2.50. 
These prices are quite reasonable con-
sidering some of the area high schools 
have charged $12.50-115 for comparable 
feasts. 
The menu, inscribed in Old English on 
the parchment scrolls promises: Breades 
and butter, salades of cold herbs, roast 
beef, capons and creme, carettes, 
mushrooms and leeks, brussel sproutes, 
potatoes, roasted apples and plumy pud-
dynge. The favored beverage is hot spic-
ed cider, known otherwise as the wassail 
cup. 
There is usually many rounds of 
toasting, lead by the Lord of Misrule, 
known In the academic realm as Pro-
fessor Dornemann. However, the toasting 
has a purpose beyond that of "pledging to 
the good health and good heart of all who 
gather," for this is also a time of rasting-
Dean M a r t i n s t y l e - - t h e g u e s t s 
themeselves. The victims have been 
carefully selected from the guest list. 
Though the music department hesitated 
to disclose examples from previous 
years, anyone who has "special Interests 
and attributes" is a favored choice. If 
tradition carries through this 5th 
Madrigal Dinner, the Lord of Misrule will 
also enchant his captive audience with 
the Boars Head Story. 
Those interested in the joys of music, 
merrymaking, feasting and fellowship 
are Invited to make reservations is the 
music department office anytime after 
Nov. 29. 
hat Next? 
by Cory D. Mackwood 
Most of us travelled home for 
Thanksgiving. But for some of us this 
meant a long trip to and from school, con-
siderably shortening vacation time. In 
fact, because of the short break, coupled 
with an anticipated long trip home, many 
students did not even go home. 
A great deal of the blame for many peo-
ple not getting home can be attributed to 
the shortness of Thanksgiving break. I 
propose that the college consider 
lengthening Thanksgiving break to one 
week. This would be a relatively minor 
revision; only three days would need to be 
added to the existing break schedule. 
These three days could be added to the 
beginning of the school year with out 
upsetting the existing structure of the 
semester, since the change would only 
"shift" the school year without actually 
changing it. 
Is there a need for such a change? Con-
sider that over 500 Hope students are 
from out of state. Over 300 of these 
students live in states that do not border 
Michigan, with some students coming 
from as far west as California and as far 
east as New Jersey. With the existing 
break beginning at 6 p.m. the day before 
Thanksgiving, students who do not live in 
Michigan have but two alternatives: to 
travel most of the night, getting home 
early Thanksgiving morning, or to skip 
classes and leave for home early in the 
week. This Is really not much of a choice. 
This brings me to the next point; many 
students do skip classes and leave for 
home as early as Monday. Attendance is 
vlslblyt low In classes during this "break 
week". Even on Wednesday, many 
students from the Michigan area skip 
classes to go home early. 
I will agree that Thanksgiving Is close 
to Christmas, and therefore It seems un-
necessary for a long vacation. However, 
there Is no other way to assure those that 
live a long way from Holland enough time 
to travel home and still have some time to 
spend before they must t(irn around and 
return to college. There is no reason why 
the existing schedule cannot be revised to 
accomodate as many people as possible, 
and I urge all those supporting such a 
change to do so, SUPPORT IT! 
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HAIR CARE CENTER 
396-5095 
aOHD MONDAY 
vf Mi ft If#. 
/ D E V S \ 
Ouitars-Banjos 
Mandolin* and 
Plddlaa 
String Inatrumanta 
Construction 
Rapalrt 
23 E. 8th 
Holland 
The Moose is loose every Wednesday night 
at the Pit-Stop lounge 
RESTAURANT 
A Dining and 
Drinking Establishment 
Coen Da'ly tor Lunch and Dinner 
Res. 392-3017 . 
478 E. 16th St. Holland, Michigan 
(continued from p. 3) Encounter 
eluding the Soviet Union. In the past 
several years, Petrovich served on nine 
federal panels of scholars, including the 
prestigious Fulbright-Hays Doctoral 
Dissertation and Faculty Research 
Abroad programs. In 1974, 1975 and 1981, 
and the National Defense Education Act 
Programs, Title VI in 1976,1977 and 1979. 
Petrovich, a former escort interpreter 
for the U.S. Department of State, served 
as President Carter's interpreter during 
the state visit of the late Yugoslav Presi-
dent Tito to the White House ifi March 
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1978. In the tail of 1980, he served as a 
simultaneous Interpreter at the Interna-
tional Ministerial Colloquium on urban 
policy sponsored by the John Hopkins 
University and the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development in 
Washington, D.C. 
He holds a B.A. degree in political 
science from Shepherd College, and a 
master's degree In international relations 
and a Ph.D. in history from the Universi-
ty of Chicago. 
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Entertainment: 
Shake your buns with "BUNZ* 
december 3 & 4, 10, 11, & 12 
TAVERN & GALLEY 
Serving food daily 1Y ;00 (ill 10:30 
Daily Beer Specials 
NOW OPEN 
SATURDAY 
tlvar Avonoo 
North of towor dock 
396-1981 
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by Mary liuyakens 
Row after row of goose-stepping Ger-
mans, idyllic rolling hills dotted by 
thatch-roofed houses, castles on the hill, 
thousands of adoring, unopinlonated peo-
ple shouting "Sieg Helll", cute couples 
wearing Lederhowen and Dirndl, crowd-
ed beer halls and puffy red faces, orderly 
citizens doing only that which is proper 
and dictated to them. This Is only a par-
tial list of our conceptions of that foreign 
land, Germany. 
But is Germany really like that? What 
Is she like today? Oh, the rolling hills and 
century-old houses still exist. But not far 
away are the smoke-stacks of Industy. 
One still sees native costumes, but all too 
often they are dooned for the tourists. And 
yes, the people are generally proper and 
law-abiding, but at the same time sone 
are defiant and sure to voice their opi-
nions on what is going on around them, 
especially if they dislike what they see. 
1 had the chance ta make these observa-
Beyond Hope 
tions while spending a year in Freiburg, 
Germany. The latter ^)oint was made 
especially clear to me in the classes 1 took 
at the University of Freiburg. Instead of 
being in a classroom with neat, well-
behaved, attentively listening students 
who would never dare to question authori-
ty, I found myself sitting among 
slouching, arguing, smoking types who 
appeared to be straight out of the IftO's. 
As I listened to the raised voices and the 
pounding fists of my fellow students, 1 
couldn't help help but wonder why they 
seemed so different from their American 
couterparts. Was It the Influence of their 
great philosopher forefathers who en-
couraged free thinking and standing up 
for what one believes which made them 
different? Was there emphasis on per-
sonal responsibility and the Importance 
of having one's own ideas a product of 
their history and their means of preven-
ting another World War? Or was it their 
way of finding out who they really were 
by beli-examinaUon and Intense study of 
outer as well as inner forces which 
characterized them? 
As I listened to a student argue for 15 
minutes about the value of the ProtokoII 
(a summary of the events of the last class 
period, read and discussed at the beginn-
ing of the next period), I watched the pro-
fessor listen calmly without saying a 
word and wondered why valuable class 
time was spent discussing the pros and 
pons of a class procedure. But then I 
realized that the discussion of the Pro-
tokoII was not Important, it was the 
reason why the ProtokoII was argued 
about which was Important. Students 
were encouraged to voice their own opi-
nions, to condemn the Injustices they 
noticed because in that way the system 
could be improved upon. 
These students were not about to let the 
U.S. tell them what they should or should 
not do. They were tired of being told what 
they owed the U.S. But they did more than 
criticize foreign countries; they also 
spoke against faults in their own. Authori-
ty was no longer a diety, held up and 
honored. Groups of these students handed 
out pamphlets, had sit-downs In abandon-
ed buildings and broke bank windows, the 
sign of the establishment. In order to ex-
press their views on the state of affairs In 
their land. Germany Is far from being the 
weak, submitting land of followers she 
was in the years after her defeat. Oh, she 
has retained her charm. But there is 
much more to her than those fairy-tale-
like views we have of her. She is a country 
steeped in history, culture, great 
thinkers, artists, musicians...and the list 
goes on. The experience of seeing her to-
day, being able to reinforce or dispel 
those preconceived notions of her, 
r e c o g n i z i n g h e r s t r e n g t h s and 
weaknesses and in so doing noting 
strengths and weaknesses in my own 
country, but also within myself, was as 
experience of continual excitement and 
discovery; an experience to be treasured. 
/.C.E. Blazes a Trail 
Karl BMnga enjoys lunch time at the 
Kremlin, (photo by Tom Wagner) 
I.C.E. It may sound cold, but I.C.E. 
stands for Independent Creative Ensem-
ble and It's blazing a trail on Hope's Cam-
pus. Foregoing its brief history, I C E. is 
an attempt by students of the theatre 
department to give an opportunity to 
designers, directors, playwrights and ac-
tors that is different from the normal 
malnstage productions. Different? Most 
certainly! Because all those Involved are 
students, It seems fair to lable the project 
different. 
Throughout the semester, several 
students have been busy working on 
original plays. Along with student direc-
tors and actors, the playwrights have 
rewritten, thrown out, and added to their 
works in an effort to bring them to com-
pletion. During the course of the semester 
final casts and designers were also add-
ed. 
The results will be open to the public on 
December 7th and 8th in the studio 
theatre. As it stands, five pieces will be 
produced, two on the 7th and three on the 
8th. I.C.E. encourages you to attend both 
evenings. There will be admission by 
donation at the door to cover costs. 
Performed as a readers theatre, I.C.E. 
handles the readings In an original way. 
One scene from the majority of the works 
will be blocked out to give the audience an 
opportunity to visualize how each might 
be staged. Thus, it is not strictly a readers 
theatre. 
The plays presented on the 7th will be 
Best of Friends directed and written by 
D. William DeWitt, and Untitled 
Sculpture directed by Conni Collins and 
written by M.S. Blggerstaff. On the 8th, 
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Another Panopoulos original. 
Haircuts from SIO. 
Styling trom $8 50. 1, 
P/INOPOULOS S/1LONS 9 
• • . . 
701 Washington Avenue 
HoMond ' 
392 8543 
EDUCATIONAL 
ASSISTANCE UP TO 
$4000°° or $150000 
CASH BONUS? 
CONTACT THE . 
MICHIGAN NATIONAL 
GUARD FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION CALL 
392-9081 or 392-5887. 
Hemispheres or Better Late Than.... writ-
ten by Amy Baker, Fairytales written by 
Barbara Bowen, and Funeral //ome writ-
ten by Paul Fries, will be shown. All three 
are directed by Conni Collins. 
Others have also added their time and 
talents to I.C.E. Included in this list are 
D. Marie Hinman, who will be interning 
under P a t r l c l a l Z lp rod at the 
Metropolitan next semester through the 
GLCA program, as the costume designer; 
Linda Susan Miles in charge of set con-
struction; Dan Doombos the lighting 
designer; Rick Tamlyn and Mark Meekes 
publicity coordinators; and Beth Brown 
and Kathy Cheek stage managers. 
I.C.E. hopes to carry its project into 
future semesters with new playwrights, 
directors, designers, and actors. The suc-
cess of this semester's work can be 
measured by what the students have 
learned. For Todd Shaughnessy, the 
challenge came from having more than 
one character to play and needing to 
make each decisively different. As a new 
designer, Dan Doombos appreciated the 
opportunity to gain further expertise in 
one area of his particular interest. "Wat-
ching something that you've written ac-
tually come to life on stage and being 
allowed to see what indeed you have 
created was both a frustrating (when It 
didn't work) and exhilarating (when it 
did) experience" for M.S. Blggerstaff. 
Overall, I.C.E. has been a challenging 
learning process for the students involv-
ed, a process they hope won't en^. 
Hair Styling for 
Men & Women 
208 S. River between 0th or>d 9th, Hollood 
Phone; (616) 392 2828 
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Rhodes Scholars: The Ultimate Challenge 
by Crystal Nannenga 
The Rhodes Scholarships, which were 
established on July 1, 1899, by Cecil J. 
Rhodes, are among the most reputable 
and prestigious honors that may be 
bestowed upon college students today. 
Rhodes allotted money for these grants In 
his last will and testament with the hope 
that, throughtout his life, through educa-
tion. young people would find the spirit 
and knowledge necessary tq^do the ut-
most service possible in the leading of 
their country. Rhodes, who was also the 
founder of Rhodesia, felr that the 
scholars who received these allottments 
must be more than mere "bookworms." 
His instructions for the selection of them 
are both Ingenious and surprisingly in-
terestin. 
The Rhodes Scholar is someone who is 
an altogether will-rounded person. In 
choosing a scholar, the Rhodes Trustees 
look for truthfulness, Courage, devotion to 
duty, sympathy for and protection of the 
weak, kinkliness, unselfishness, exhibi-
tion of moral force of character, Instincts 
to lead and take an Interest in one's con-
temporaries, and physical vigor as shown 
by fondness for and success In (preferav-
ly team) sports. 
This may sound like a very stiff set of 
requirements. It is. The stringent 
weeding out process that occurs before 
the scholars are selected is thorough, 
rigorous, and complete. In a word-rough. 
But It is for this reason that Rhodes 
Scholarships are so desirable. It takes a 
very special student and person to attain 
one. 
What does a Rhodes Scholarship pro-
vide to the student who passes the inten-
sive process of selectivity? The scholar-
ships are tenable at the University of Ox-
ford, which is the oldest educational in-
stitution in England at the collegiate 
level. All approved fees, such as 
matrlcualtion. tuition, laboratory fees 
and certain other set charges are paid for 
in full by the scholarship, along with a liv-
ing allowance of S3000 a year for the stu-
dent. The Rhodes Trustees are also 
prepared to assist scholars in meeting the 
costs Involved in traveling to and from 
Oxford. 
Life at Oxford is a refreshing challenge 
to one's personal abilities. There are no 
courses, no special classes, no weekly 
schedules, no required lectures, and no 
assignments. Studies are embarked upon 
solely by the choice of the student, who Is 
assigned a personal tutor to advise and 
assist him in his choices. The only requlr-
ment made of an Oxford student Is that he 
checks In with his tutor once a week for 
one hour and reads a short essay his tutor 
has prepared for him. But these scholars 
do not have It easy. Their final grade 
depends totally on the final examinations 
that they must take, many of which are 
five or six hours long. The discipline re-
quired in this system of imdependent 
study is immense, but the rewards are 
great. 
The University seeks to instill in its 
students not the mere acquisition of 
Women's Basketball Takes the Floor 
by Steve Underwood should combine with Hanson to form one a r e bought to be possibly weaker than 
Experience should be a big factor when leagues' stronger backcourt duos. before. Defending champ Adrian will be 
Coach Marjorie Snyder s Women s Hope randed 2nd in the league in re- usual, while Olivet and Alma 
basketball team takes the floor this bounding last year, thanks to Berens and should be Improved. Kazoo will be trying 
season, trying to move Hope into the up- two returning sophomores, Mary Schaap ^ o e s c a P€ the cellar. 
per echelon of the MIAA race. and Lynn Beelen. Bridgette Knittel, a entertained U of Michigan-
Three seniors with nine combined Junior, can also be expected to hit the ^^^born on Tuesday Dec. 1. They'll host 
seasons of action will lead the Dutch. Co- boards hard. According to Snyder, ^ toumement this weekend 
captain Faye Berens, hot off the newcomers Sue Neil and Tami Japinga the Dow Center for matchups and 
volleyball court, returns as the ream's are also strong rebounders * 
top rebounder. The 5'9' forward-center Annette Groenlk saw some varsity ac-
hauled down nearly 7 a game to go along tlon In '80-81 and Lenore Masiarczyk Another season highlight will be a 5-
wlth 7.4 points per game (ppg). 5'6" Jody played JV ball. But both made the varsity 8ame trip to Florida and Tennessee in 
Foy will play either guard or forward, this time and will give Hope depth on the e a r l y January before 2nd semester. 
The fine all-around player had over 7 ^ n c h Snyder hopes the trip will build team unl-
points and 6 rebounds a contest last year. • Snyder sees good quickness and quality W l t h l o t s o f 8014(1 veterans and a few 
The other Captain is 5'3" guard Lora Han- defense as the squads' dey strenghts. But ^ood newcomers, Hope will surely be a 
son, the top scorer in 1980-81 at 10.5 ppg. Hope must improve it's field goal 163111 10 w a t c h a t t h e top of the MIAA 
She was also 3rd In the loop In free-throw shooting and not let themselves fall landings. 
shooting percentage; better yet, she holds behind early if they are to move up in the 
league, contends Snyder. They also need 
to wim on the road. 
The Dutchwomen open MIAA play on 
Jan. 12 at Albion, trying to Improve on 
their 5th place 4-8 mark of last year. The 
2nd nlacp Rritons and 3rd olace Calvin 
knowledge, but the development of power 
of thought and the grasping of certain 
limited fields of knowledge. The suc-
cessful Oxford student must have In-
itiative, be Industrious, and behave In a 
very individualized pattern of discipline. 
There are annually 32 Rhodes Scholar-
ships distributed in the United States, 
four for each of eight districts. Hope 
Students would send their applications to 
the Secretary of the State Committee of 
district number four, which includes 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illlnlos, Indiana, 
Ohio, and Kentucky. The applicant must 
be an unmarried citizen of the United 
States, between the ages of 18-24. snf hav-
ing the academic standing to achieve the 
completion of a Bachelor's Degree before 
October, 1982. Applicants are not Judged 
according to race or religion, and the 
scholarships became available to women 
as well as men in the last decade. 
There have been two men from Hope to 
be awarded this distinguished honor in 
the pas. Milton Hoffman, who went on to 
become a professor of church history in 
New Brunswick Ttieological Seminary, 
New Jersey, graduated from Oxford in 
1910. Hessel Itenman, who taught at the 
University of Michigan, was in the class 
of 1916 at Oxford. 
Rhodes Scholars are chosen through a 
painstaking process. Applications are ex-
amined by the Board of Rhodes Trustees, 
and those with promise are called for a 
personal Interview with the State Com-
mittees. From these Interviews the 32 
students who pass the test are awarded 
the Rhodes Scholarship. 
The competition is tough. The re-
quirements are great and the discipline 
needed is phenomenal. Few really make 
It. But those who do have that personal 
satisfaction of knowing that they are a 
rare and unique group. They are the 
Rhodes Scholars. 
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the career mark in that catagory at .732. 
Other top returners include soph. Robin 
Pfeiffer, who ranked 10th in the MIAA in 
assists (top on team) and was Hope's 
number 2 scorer. Firing at a .401 clip, she 
led the Dutch in field goal shooting, and 
WEAR GLASSES AND 
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WANT FLY? 
>\ 
Be part of the Navy aviation team - Naval Fllaht 
Officer. As a flight officer, you'll be responsible 
for controlling complex, on-board weapons and 
navigation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. 
As a flight officer, you'll be given advanced tech-
nical training. You'll gain early responsibility. 
And you'll have the chance for world travel. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (sum-
mer graduates may inquire.) Applicants must be 
no more than 29 years old and have vision cor-
rectable to 20/20. Relocation required. Applicants 
must pass aptitude and physical examinations 
and qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship 
required. 
BENEFITS: Excellent- package includes 30 days 
earned annual vacation. Medical/Dential/Low 
cost life insurance coverage and other tax free in-
sentives. Dependents benefits available. Promo-
tion program included. 
PROCEDURE: Call Navy Management Personnel 
Office at: 1-800-482-5140. 
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Swimmers Look Forward to a Super Season 
nH a Hnn /TtrM T l %t _ll_ \ i . ... . . . . a »a _ .. Hard work and a definite compatibility 
with an aquatic atmosphere go hand-in-
hand when one becomes a member of the 
Hope swim team. This year coach John 
Pattnott's Flying Dutchmen and women 
look to be strong MIAA contenders once 
again. 
Last year the men took second place in 
the MIAA, only to be topped by the 
historically experienced Kalamazoo 
Hornets. Although there were no male 
swimmers sent to nationals after the 
league meet, Pat Nelis missed the mark 
by two-tenths of a second and the Dutch 
displayed a very skilled team. 
After losing two swimmers to gradua-
tion, (Tim Jaspersex and Nelis) and a impossible to beat, their depth is still A ^ e r H women (8 swimmers 
score of non-returning lettermen, Patt- quite incredible. That isn't to say that the a n d 3 ^ v e r s ) to nationals last year, Patt-
nott is dealing with 44a very young team." Hope team doesn't have depth. In fact n o t t w i l 1 ^ e x P e c t i n 6 a return per-
The first practice began on Nov. 2 with a Pattnott states that this year's team is ' o r m a n c e w ^ h as many as five relay 
fairly strong turnout of 16 men. "There one of the most well-balanced and diver- t e a m s P l u s ^ v e other individual swim-
are a lot of swimmers who honestly want sified he's yet to coach at Hope m e r s anc* divers. The dynamics seem 
to do well," states Pattnott, who is in his In a league meet against Kazoo u n l i m i t e d -
6th season at Hope. "I 'm really optimistic though, the Dutchmen stand a fighting T h € s e n i o r s contributing their last year 
and encouraged with only two weeks in chance. Adrenalin and the efforts of other a s s w i m m i n g Dutchwomen are 
.
 l e a g u e t e a m s a r e o f t e n
 unpredictable at L e s l i e B e t hards-breaststroke and in-
With fairly well-balanced league con- MIAA championshios conseauentlv thp dividual medley, Lynn Bufe-diving, Lin-
nders. thp Dlltrhmpn will havp nn oacv K C Hq T m~ 
in any tenders, the Dutchmen will have no easy run for the money could end up 
ticket on their way toward repeating swimmers hand. 
another second place finish. Kazoo still Craig Anderson will be returning to the 
proves to be a habitual problem. In a dual water again this year in his final year on 
meet, the Hornets will be next-to- the Hope team. Anderson, a consistent in-
The Wrestler's Are Ready! 
by Randy Warren o: 48, and 3:04 in the chamoionshiD match. 
SLAP!!! The crisp, clean sound of a Hope will host its own invitational 
referee's hand connecting with the vinly December 5. DeHorn says that he "can't 
surface of a wrestling mat. This was the see any reason why we wouldn't (win 
welcome sound which signals a pin that% it)." Hope cleaned up here last year, win-
favored the Dutch many times last year ning the tournament for the first time in 
their history. On the eighth, the team will as they had a landmark turning point in 
Hope wrestling. Hope's matmen are com-
ing off their best season in many years. 
Last year the wrestlers finished a strong 
third in the conference after placing last 
the prior year. This year's team looks 
stronger than ever and is ready to go. 
With eight of eleven lettermen return-
ing this year, the wrestlers have ex-
perience on their side. Out of the twenty-
three men listed on the pre-season roster, 
fourteen are upper classmen. Second 
year coach Jim DeHorn says that the 
quality of the new wrestlers and the team 
over-all is very good. The returning let-
termen are: Seniors Brad Conrad, Pete 
White, George Harper, and Gary 
Vlsscher; and Sophomores Doug 
Lehman, Randy Warren, Jeff Machiela, 
and Randy Pfahler. Newcomers this year 
are Senior Scott Wilbur; Juniors Bret 
Crock and Tim Mlndllng; Sophomores 
Jeff Engle, Dave Wilbur, and Chuck 
Hyde; and Freshman Greg DeRosla, 
Kevin McCollough, Don Groeneveld, Tom 
Hicks, Amlt Sadajadi, Phil Goff, Bob 
Karel, Mike Sturm, and Paul Holtrop. 
Hope took the five state Huntington In-
vitational that was held on November 21. 
Although only one Dutch wrestler took an 
Individual first the wrestlers took the 
tournament going away, with their only 
competition being from a strong Siena 
Heights team. The win was a total team 
effort. Hope picked yup points In every 
eight-class but 118 pounds. 
At 126 pounds Bret Crock pinned a man 
In only 1:06. Kevin McCollough, one of 
Hope's promlssmg freshman, took a third 
overall at 134 pounds. Kevin had four wins 
Including a pin In 1:40, and dlsclslons of 
16-4, 4-0, and a 10-2 win in the consolation 
finals. Scott WUber (142 pounds) lost only 
his first match and then pinned two men 
in 3:20 and 3:31 and then beat the wrestler 
who he faced first, 10-9. Scott accepted a 
forfeit win to take a third place. Dave 
Wllber (150 pounds) won three matches, 
5-1, 8-1, and a close consolation final 2-1 
that won him a third place medal. 
Team captains Brad Conrad (158 
pounds) and Pete White (167 pounds) both 
took seconds. Brad had two pins In 1:05 
and 1:17 while Pete had a 17-6 win. Jeff 
Machiela locked onto a third place medal 
at 177 pounds with a couple of wins, 6-0 
and 4-1. Both Goerge Harper and Phil 
Goff had two wins at 190 pounds for Hope. 
George pinned In 4:19 and 1:20 and took a 
second place medal. At-Hwt. Hope's 
Pauls Holtrop pinned In 2:24 and won a 12-
0 match to take third. Also at Hwt. Garry 
"the pinning machine" Vlsscher decked 
every oponant he faced to take Hope's on-
ly first. Garry recorded his pins at 0:597 
U-avel to G.R. to face Grand Rapids Bap- Roy Davis will be competing off the board 
L a s t
 y e a r - Baptist could barely win again for his third year in a row Davis 
an individual match against the Dutch. who started diving as a rookie in his 
Coach DeHorn thinks that there is going sophomore year, has put together a very 
to be a dog fight for the top three spots in difficult list of dives to compete with 
the MIAA. Hope, according to DeHorn, Other swimmers competing for Hope 
should be right in the thick of it. Almost this year are David Bekker Terry 
da Leslie-freestyle, Nancy Scholten--
freestyle and individual medley, and 
Joan Wilterdink-breaststroke. 
Other women swimmers include; Katie 
Andree, Kathy Breyfogle, Mary DeVries, 
dividual swimmer, is "still strong arid M a r y D u s s e l j e e ' Annette Haven, Janet 
has been working hard si»ce Sept." He H o w a t t ' L i s a Kortering, Kirsten Newhof, 
also holds the school record in the 200- S h a r o n S m i t h , Sarah Souter, Sarah Stan-
year butterfly and will probably break M e l a n i e Waite, Deb Wettack, Sally 
this and many more upon competing in W i l s o n ' H e i d i Winters, Sarah Va-
the early meets of the season. nEenenaam, and Connie Crown. 
The other senior returning this year in B o t h s w i m t e a m s 0 P e n ^ e i r respective 
hisTinalyear for Hope can be found at the s e a s o n s w i t h l e a g u e r e l a y s o n D e c 5 The 
other end of the pool, competing not for a m e n Wl11 b e c o m P e t i n g a t Kalamazoo, the 
time score but a point tally. Lone diver a f r a h ' i n 
every weightclass has at least two 
wrestlers in It. This will enable Hope to 
field two teams at many tri-meets and 
tournaments. "Everyone Is going to get to 
wrestle," says DeHorn. This year Hope 
not only has the quality but also quantity 
of wrestlers to be extremely competitive 
in every match and tournament this year. 
Berens, Tim^Pykema, Jack Huisingh, 
Beck Greene, Jay Little, Kevin Pierce, 
Joel Redeker, Rex Romano, Mike 
Schmuker, Craig Sinclair, Mike Ver 
Plank, Jon Watts, Eric Belzer, and Jim 
VanPutten. 
Frisbee: The Ultimate Sport 
The game isn't as easy as it seems and 
it's much more exciting. Hope's ultimate 
team will be going up against national 
powerhouses such as Grand Valley State, 
U of M, and Michigan State. Involvement 
Men's Cross Country NCAA Division III 
national championship was held at Car-
' age CoUege, Kenosha, WI. Hope 
and Interest In the team Is welcome and team for the fourth straight year, 
appreciated. For more information, call [Steve Underwood received 4th place and 
Scott Curley and John Beery at jp a c e d the members of his team to an 1 it! 
Mandeville. lolace finish In this championship. 
[Classifieds 
by Karl Elzlrga ft Scott Curley 
Each and every jock, who is at all 
dedicated to a sport, would probably 
choose it as the ultimate sport. Yet many 
sports have come and gone. Jousting, lion 
fighting, hoola hooping, and chariot rac-
ing are sports of the past, and, recently, a 
new event has taken the field. This sport 
is fast pased, high scoring, physically 
demanding, and as much fun as a Stroh's 
Lite night. With all this going for it, what 
else could be called ultimate but ultimate 
frisbee. It's been seen In Pepsi commer-
cials and on E.S.P.N., but believe it or Drnnjw cl D l i .. . . 
not, the same sport is right here at Hope.
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 nancy Michaels-About that missing ceiling 
Ultimate combines the speed and en- jr-_ ou. ** o r m # n o r w o m * n w ^ 0 c a n , l l e i n t h e kitchen...Also, "it's comming bock" 
durance of soccer, the sure hands of ^ ° u , w , n , e r ^ ** 5 0 
basketball, the passing game of football, , s p r i n 9 a n d 
and the cleanliness of mud wrestling (on ^
 w
 0
 '
 r e e
 *
 G0P |n9 quofers provid-
a wet day). The field is 60 yards long and * 2 1 ° , 3 4 3 1 < N o r , h f i e l d ' 0 H 4 4 0 6 7 ° n d 
40 yards wide with end zones 30 yards 
WANTED: Professors between the ages of 35-deep. 
After each team of seven men take the 
field facing each other on opposite goal 
lines, play can begin. The game starts 
similar to football, except that one player 
Is chosen to shout "ULTIMATE!" and 
next semester!!!— R.R., Philo.. PA 
No time to TYPE that paper? Call x6309 $1 per 
poge-
Boyd Boy's are UNBELIEVABLE! I 
Cheryl D. Hey. 
- ^ . sorry 'bout the estranged 
55 to AUDITION for the Holland Community coll. Catch yo around. 
Theatre production of Ernest Thompson's On 
Golden Pond. Auditions are Dec. 8 and 9. Beth The Emersonian Fraternity continues its 
lothom. Director, 396—5444. onslaught of Hope campus with its third and 
Rollers (L. and S.): Thanks a lot for caring ^ ' n a ' ba s®ment dance of the semester. Ring in 
then pull the frisbee (like kicking Off). about me and being so Patient. Love Princess. ^ r ' 5 t m a s season by dancing the night 
The receiving team then attempts to pass Jhe H Colleoe Aoathv ciuh moofin a w ay . Come dance to your favorite music dur-
the bee (ultimate jargon for "frisbee")
 be.n ^
Ui:r,n h 0 5 - 9 the l o „ . free weekend o. .he yeor. (NEW been concelled due to lock of interest. 
FBBCRWCOBUL! ?! 
year. (NE  
MUSIC! GREAT LIGHT SHOW! DON'T MISS IT! 
EMERSONIAN BASEMENT. FRIDAY. DECEMBER 
i ) 
wessel: Glad you survived turkey and cake at 
the same time. The question now is: Can you 
handle another pigs troph, with bananas, and 
t   ( lti t  j r  f r fri ) 
downfield, player to player, and even-
tyually score by throwing It to a receiver 
In the end zone. You ve heard it said that you can tune a piano 
The Similarity to football ends there In but you can't tune a fish? Well latest studies 
that tackling, blocking, and shoulder ^ove shown you can tune a fish...play the 
separations are taboo. The physical con- »cales. 
c e f a s can C O m P a r e . d t 0 t . h ^ 0 | ^ Important Notice: The last Generalization Day whipped cream,^nd cherries, ond null', and 
e pace O ac ion inthat bee of ]90] Will be celebrated during brunch ot Pt. course mint chip ice cream! ?!'?•'^ ,?! 
changes possession quickly when a throw west Anvnnp \n^r^^A J u k 4^ T L — — 
Is incomplete or intercepted. If, however, 396—7692J»ei»reSundevi r , n 9 ' 0 0 "y O T e d r , v m 9 t 0 anywhere in Florida for 
the pass is cought, the receiver must Stop Vesper tickets, any Christmas Break who needs a rider please call 
and plant a pivot foot as In bvasketball. ^ease coll EVA 396—4800 o r 6 5 7 7 o n d ask for Tom. 
Since Itg Is pretty tough to dribble a that our "beloved" Eva??? Drumset for sale: Good stuff. 392 3556. 
frisbee, he must then attempt to pass it to D o n 1 t o k o o cho i ce , don't wold c l o n e - U s e 
another teammate and work toward a escort service, ext . 6674. 6676. 6679 
soal. 6671, or 2250. 
